Editorial

Recently, the United Kingdom’s ‘public flagellation’ of one of the most
highly respected traditional media organizations has proven wrong the theory that the media
are powerful beyond control, or even powerful enough for their task. Curbing the media is not
a specific trait of undemocratic states. Worse, a democratic government can deny the media’s
watchdog role and no public outcry will result. Power should impart responsibility, but it is
mostly up to NGOs and the media to expose government or corporate corruption and power
abuse. Leaving the watchdogs high and dry, academia primarily keeps to non-committal critic
on the media.
If both academia and politics criticize traditional media for their lack of knowledge and depth,
the internet promised absolute anarchic horror for the cultural and political elite. In China, the
internet enjoys vast popularity and is surrounded by varying political and economic fears and
expectations, warranting a theme on the internet as a political forum in China, guest edited by
Randolph Kluver. Subsequently, articles on endangered sites and the internet in Mongolia are
featured in this issue.
The Chinese government has hardly been a staunch proponent of free public expression in the
media. Its original preoccupation with people’s minds now gradually yields to its growing interest in their pockets and purses. China is not unique in its policies nor are the results. Western
democracies and corporations increasingly use the internet to gauge and influence opinion,
mass consumption, and taste.
No one will claim that China’s initial resistance and current close watch on the internet signal
a struggle against modernity. Information and computing technology originates in the West,
but its further development may well take place in the East. Things have changed. In the nineteenth-century resistance to new, Western technologies was interpreted as traditional, nonWestern backwardness. Never mind that this confrontation was hardly unique for Asia. At the
time in England, the railways and somewhat later the London underground met with adamant
opposition. Its arguments could easily be discarded as traditionalist, backward, emotional, or
if you would, Eastern. In Europe many a grandmother waved aside the refrigerator as a passing whim. Video recorders were as ludicrous in the late seventies, as was the idea of an office
computer for every employee in the nineties...or mobiles, email, the internet.
Due to the present Asian dominance in physical sciences, the future development of internet
technology is likely to occur there. The internet will partly determine what China will be in the
near future and the other way around. As a medium, it will not become what early enthusiasts
had hoped for, but the internet’s role for public opinion and for keeping government in check
make it a topic that demands academic attention. To conclude on a more personal note, I have
much enjoyed producing the previous ten issues and, now leaving the job, I look forward to
reading the July issue: David Takeo Hymans’ first. – MS
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The IIAS Newsletter is published
three times a year by the IIAS and is
available free of charge. If you wish
to subscribe to the newsletter, please
return a completed subscription form
to the IIAS secretariat. Subscription
forms can be obtained from either
the secretariat or the website.
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The editors apologize for their mistake in ‘Whither North Korea’, IIAS
Newsletter 32, p.4. The last footnote
should have referred to the then
forthcoming and meanwhile released
publication: Cumings, Bruce, North
Korea Another Country, New
York/London: The New Press (2004),
pp.240, ISBN 1-56584-873-x.

ShanghART

The editors are grateful to ShanghART in Shanghai and affiliated artists
for allowing reproduction of various
photographs in this issue.
Visit www.shanghart.com
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The International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS) is a postdoctoral

research centre based in Leiden and Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Its main

objective is to encourage the study of Asia and to promote national and

international cooperation in this field. The institute focuses on the human-

ities and social sciences and, where relevant, at the interface between these

disciplines and sciences like medicine, economy, politics, technology, law,

and environmental studies.

The IIAS endeavours to adopt a dynamic and versatile approach in its research
programmes. Research fellows at post-PhD level are temporarily employed by or
affiliated to the Institute, either within the framework of a collaborative research
programme, or on an individual basis. In its aim to achieve and continue to build
on a broad, high-quality level of knowledge of Asia, the Institute organizes seminars, workshops, and conferences, and publishes a newsletter with a circulation
of over 21,500 copies. Additionally, the IIAS has established a database for Asian
Studies, which contains information on researchers and research-related institutes worldwide.
The IIAS acts as an international mediator bringing various parties together
and works as a clearing-house for knowledge and information. This entails activities such as providing information services, constructing international networks,
and setting up international cooperative projects and research programmes. In
this way, the IIAS functions as a window on Europe for non-European scholars
and contributes to the cultural rapprochement between Asia and Europe.
The IIAS administers the daily secretariat of the European Alliance for Asian
Studies (Asia Alliance: www.asia-alliance.org) as well as the Secretariat General
of the International Convention of Asia Scholars (ICAS: www.icassecretariat.org).
Regular updates on the Asia Alliance and ICAS activities can be found in the IIAS
Newsletter.
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